
Can I register my partner at the same time? 
Yes, you can register for the dance courses in pairs if you have all the necessary information about 
your partner. In this case, it is sufficient to provide only one bank account. 
 
My dance partner is neither a student nor an employee of the Martin Luther University. Can he / 
she still take part in a dance class with me? 
Yes this is possible, as long as one of you meets the conditions of participation. 
 
Please note: When registering an external partner, the following applies: Students from other 
universities, trainees, unemployed and disabled people register with the status "Student", 
employees with income generally with the status "Employees". 
 
 
When registering, my dance partner was able to register successfully, but my registration does 
not work. How can we still take part in the course together? 
The reasons for an unsuccessful registration are complex. Among other things, the server may be 
overloaded or the respective course may already be fully booked. The latter is then also displayed. 
In this case, please add yourself to the waiting list. Then get in touch with Nadine Wilken, who is 
responsible for the dance courses. 
 
I would very much like to take part in a dance class, but I don't have a dance partner. Can I also 
register alone? 
No, unfortunately not. 
But take a look at the “Sportspartnerbörse" (sports partner exchange) section. There you can 
search for a dance partner or place an ad yourself! 
 
What shoes should I wear during the dance class? 
Pumps or sandals with wide heels are permitted. Special schooners are also allowed. On the other 
hand, high heels and stiletto heels are prohibited! 
In any case, you have to change shoes. It is forbidden to wear street shoes! 
 
I am not sure whether I should choose the beginner or advanced course based on my previous 
knowledge. What now? 
First, register yourself in the list and discuss your question with the trainer on site. 
 
I want to cancel the dance course I have booked. Will the booking of my registered dance 
partner be canceled at the same time? 
No. In our system it is not clear who is dancing with whom. Therefore, please also think of the 
dance partner concerned when you cancel. If necessary, they must have their booking canceled 
themselves. If you have any questions, please contact Nadine Wilken. 


